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Disclaimer
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document	is	for	informational	purposes	only	and	
is	published	with	no	guarantee	or	warranty,	
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ØTariq	Farooq – http://www.brainsurface.com
ØOracle	Technologist	for	24+	years:	Architect,	Author,	Speaker,	Blogger,	Forumizer&	
Community	Organizer
ØFocus	Areas:	IT	Architecture,	Core	DBA/DMA,	Security,	RAC,	Exadata,	EBS,	Fusion	Apps,	
Virtualization,	Cloud	Computing
ØCo-Author:	Expert	Oracle	RAC	12c,	Oracle	Exadata Expert’s	Handbook,	Building	DB	Clouds	in	
12c,	Oracle	Problem-Solving	&	Troubleshooting	Handbook	– Currently	authoring	multiple	
Oracle	books	
ØOracle	Certified	Expert – Real	Application	Clusters
ØOracle	Certified	Professional – DBA	– 8i,	9i,	10g,	11g	&	10g	Apps	DBA
ØOracle	Certified	Professional – Internet	Application	Developer	2,	6i,	9i
ØOracle	Certified	Professional – E-Business	 Suite	11i
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ØPresident	&	Conference	Chair	– VirtaThon |	The	largest	virtual	conference	for	the	Oracle,	
Java	&	MySQL domains
ØBootCamp,	Track	Manager	&	Conference	Committee	Member	– IOUG	COLLABORATE12/13	 –
Virtualization	and	Cloud	Computing	Tracks
ØFounding	President	- IOUG	Cloud	Computing	Special	Interest	Group	(SIG)
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§Senior Principal Engineer, Dell Database Engineering
§ 21 years working with Oracle Technology
§ Specializing in Oracle RAC/DB, Virtualization and Cloud 
§ Oracle ACE Director, Oracle papers author and frequent 

presenter (presented @last consecutive 11  OOWs)
§ 2011 OAUG Innovator of Year
§ 2012 Oracle Excellence Award- Technologist of the Year: 
Cloud Architect by Oracle Magazine

§ My Oracle Blog: http://kyuoracleblog.wordpress.com/
§ Co-author Apress Book “Expert Oracle RAC 12c”
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AGENDA 

What is Cloud?

What are the Benefits?

Advantages and Disadvantages

Who are the major Players?

What is Oracle Cloud and what areas does it cover?

Should I use Oracle Cloud?

Tutorial on how easy it is to setup Oracle DB Cloud Service?
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AGENDA 

Sign-up today at www.ioug.org/cloud

Dedicated to communication and information around all areas of Oracle-centric 
Cloud Computing
Learn from thought leaders in the Oracle Cloud Computing community
Openly discuss and share the key challenges, options and best practices 
around key areas of Cloud Computing from the perspective of Oracle
Access year-round education through webinars, online symposia, 
COLLOBORATE and Oracle OpenWorld
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IOUG Cloud Computing
Special Interest Group (SIG)



What is Cloud?
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A little confusing due that the term "cloud
computing" is everywhere

In the simplest terms, cloud computing
means storing and accessing data and
programs over the Internet instead of your
computer's hard drive. The cloud is just a
metaphor for the Internet. It goes back to
the days of flowcharts and presentations
that would represent the gigantic server-
farm infrastructure of the Internet as
nothing but a puffy, white cumulus cloud,
accepting connections and doling out
information as it floats.

By PCMAG 2015

Example: STaas, IaaS, PaaS, SaaS



A private cloud hosting solution, also 
known as an internal or enterprise 

cloud, resides on company’s intranet 
or hosted data center where all of your 

data is protected behind a firewall. 

The main differentiator between 
public and private clouds is that you 
aren’t responsible for any of the 
management of a public cloud 
hosting solution. Your data is stored 
in the provider’s data center and the 
provider is responsible for the 
management and maintenance of the 
data center.

Public CloudPrivate Cloud
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With 88 percent of enterprises now using public clouds, it’s no wonder the public cloud has 
entered into what many analysts are calling a hyperinnovation phase. Already conferring 
enormous benefits around cost, agility, and customer experience, public clouds are 
transforming business practices and reshaping IT. Beyond that, they’re also changing the 
way organizations compete, as the number of solutions and use cases grows.
By RightScale



• Improved Disaster and Recover (*)

• Collaboration and Flexibility

• Cost Savings

• OPEX not CAPEX (fully tax-deductible )

• Reliability and Manageability (Most providers 

offer a Service Level Agreement which guarantees 24/7/365 and 99.99% 
availability)

• Scalability (Pay as you need for how much you really need)

• Strategic Edge

• Environmentally Friendly (Cloud computing 
decreases a business' carbon footprint by reducing energy consumption and 

carbon emissions by more than 30 percent.)

• Internet Connectivity

• Ongoing Costs

• Security (Can you trust it? Is your data safe?)

• Possible Downtime (Maintenance, Connectivity, 
Incidents)

• Vendor Lock-in

• Confusing about Limited or full 
control (kind of)

DisadvantagesAdvantages
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In 2016, spending on public cloud Infrastructure as a Service hardware and 
software is forecast to reach $38B, growing to $173B in 2026. SaaS and PaaS portion 
of cloud hardware and infrastructure software spending are projected to reach $12B in 
2016, growing to $55B in 2026                            .

The worldwide cloud computing market grew 28% to $110B in revenues in 2015. 
Synergy Research Group found that public IaaS/PaaS services attained the highest 
growth rate of 51%, followed by private & hybrid cloud infrastructure services at 45%                                                            
.

TBR predicts worldwide public cloud revenue will increase from $80B in 2015 to 
$167B in 2020               

IDC predicts external cloud adoption will increase from 22% today to 32.1% in 24 
months achieving 45.8% growth.

By Forbes



Who are the main 
players?
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In 2015, Amazon Web 
Services (AWS) generated 
$7.88B in revenue with Q4 

2015, up 69% over last year. 
VentureBeat’s financial 

analysis of AWS performance 
also found AWS profitable, 

contributing $687M in 
operating income for the 

quarter, up $240M from one 
year earlier.

Amazon (AWS)
Morgan Stanley as predicting 
Microsoft cloud products will 
be 30% of revenue by 2018.

Microsoft (AZURE)
Its power comes from 

OpenStack, an open source 
method for building clouds. 

Rackspace's OpenStack is to 
cloud computing what 

Google's Android is to mobile 
device makers.

Rackspace



Oracle Cloud
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The Next-Generation Public Cloud 
That Adapts to Your Organization 

Oracle Cloud is the industry’s broadest and most 
integrated public cloud. It offers best-in-class services 
across software as a service (SaaS), platform as a 
service (PaaS), and infrastructure as a service (IaaS), 
and even lets you put Oracle Cloud in your own data 
center. Oracle Cloud helps organizations drive 
innovation and business transformation by increasing 
business agility, lowering costs, and reducing IT 
complexity



Oracle Private Cloud
Build Your Cloud With Best-of-Breed 
Products - Unlock Agility and 
Innovation While Maintaining Control of 
Your IT Environment 
Oracle provides a complete portfolio of platform and 
infrastructure offerings for organizations needing a dedicated, 
internal private cloud. Enterprise IT departments can drive 
innovation by becoming agile, cost-efficient cloud service 
providers to their own organizations. This new approach 
enables IT to reduce day-to-day technology administration, 
and focus on providing strategic value to the business.



Oracle 
Managed Cloud

Your Applications, Managed in 
the Cloud
Oracle delivers dedicated managed cloud services 
across its broad portfolio of business applications, 
middleware, database, and hardware. Oracle 
Managed Cloud Services are complete, secure, and 
customized to fit your specific cloud vision. Oracle 
Managed Cloud Services can be your company’s on-
ramp to the cloud.

© 2016 Pythian. Confidential 18



Oracle Cloud
What is available?

SaaS (Software as a Service)
Delivers modern cloud applications that connect business processes across the enterprise. 
Covering everything from customer experience to enterprise resource planning, human capital 
management, and more 

PaaS (Platform as a Service)
Delivering a complete portfolio of products to enable building next generation 
applications including industry’s #1 database (Oracle Database) and #1 
application server (Oracle WebLogic Server) 

IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service)
Offering a comprehensive set of subscription-based infrastructure services -
including elastic compute, network, storage and on-premise Oracle Cloud 
Machines 



IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service)



IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service)
Compute 
§ Generate purpose Computing: a fully scale  multi-tenant virtual compute environment

. All Development and Test environments - Set up Disaster Recovery Environments

. Migrate VMWare and KVM workloads

. Lift-n-shift Oracle Applications into Compute

. Set-up database using Oracle Database Cloud Service

. Run non-Oracle Workloads on cloud
Dedicated Compute – high performance x86  servers reserved for your applications   

§ . Production workloads, Setup DR environments; Migrate an entire data center
. Set-up database using an Exadata cloud service and Oracle Database Cloud Service

§ . Run non-Oracle Workloads on cloud
§ Dedicate Compute – SPARC Model 360:

.  Dedicated compute running on the SPARC M7, Hardware based Security-in-Silicon

.  Near-zero-overhead virtualization; Predictable performance and network isolation

.  On-chip query acceleration and memory decompression

.  Site-to-site VPN - connect on-premises resources to dedicated compute zones in Oracle   
Public Cloud



IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service)

Storage 
Object storage: 

. Storage for any type of dataset, including both structured and unstructured data 

. Store a second copy of your on-premise data off-site, for offload or global data sharing
Archive storage:

. Cost-effective archive in the cloud for large-scale data sets, long-term data retention

. Rich media content, scientific research archives and cultural preservation 

. Starting at just $12 per TB each year
Oracle Database Backup Service: 

. Storage for All Your Oracle Database Backup Need 

. Direct, cost-effective integration with RMAN 
Cloud Software Appliance

. Providing a secure, POSIX compliant, local NFS interface

. Serves as a NAS gateway to the cloud



IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service)

Network : securely connect your data center to Oracle cloud
§ VPN for Compute

. The On Premise VPN gateway (Oracle’s Corente Services Gateway or the third party 
VPN) to connect to the Oracle public cloud over a secure 256bit encrypted IPSec tunnel.

. Virtual Machines in the Oracle Public Cloud communicate with your On Premise data 
center over an IPSec VPN tunnel

VPN for Dedicated Compute
. Oracle Network Cloud Service – Site to Site VPN is based on the IPSec protocol that 
creates a virtual tunnel between your data center and Oracle’s cloud 

. Enterprises can securely connect to Oracle’s Dedicated Compute zone over IPSec
tunnels , eliminate the need to invest in leased lines for more security

FastConnect: dedicated environment in 
. You can create a high-speed, dedicated, and low latency extension connection
. You can pick between 1Gbps or 10Gbps port speeds, depending on the use case and 
data transfer profile for your usage.



IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service)

Containers Managing Containers Easily on Oracle Cloud

. Oracle Container Cloud Service provides an easy and quick way to create an enterprise-
grade container infrastructure. 

. It delivers comprehensive tooling to compose, deploy, orchestrate and manage Docker 
container-based applications on the Oracle Cloud for Dev, Dev/Test, DevOps, and Cloud 
Native use cases

Cloud Machine Cloud in Your Datacenter
. Delivers Oracle Cloud services in your data center, fully managed by Oracle.
. Take advantage agility, innovation and subscription-based pricing of Oracle Cloud while meeting 
data-residency requirements . 



SaaS (Oracle Software as a Service)

. Customer Experience (CX)

. Human Capital Management (HR)

. Supply Chain Management (SCM)

. Enterprise Performance Management(EPM)

. Analytics

. Social

. Oracle Data Cloud(Data)

. Industry Solutions

. Deployment Options
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Example: Create Database Cloud Service Instance

1. Sign in Oracle cloud service : http://cloud.oracle.com
2. Under My Services, change the Data Center to Public Cloud Services and click 

on Sign In to My Services
3. From the Cloud Dashboard, Click Open Service Console for the Database Cloud 
Service.

4. Click create instance                                        

. 



Example: Create Database Cloud Service Instance

1. Select Oracle Database Cloud Service for Subscription Type. Select Monthly for the Billing Frequency 
2. Select Oracle Database 12c Release 1 for Software Release and click Next

3. Select the Enterprise Edition for Software Edition and click Next



Example: Create Database Cloud Service Instance

1. Select Oracle Database Cloud Service for Subscription Type. Select Monthly for the Billing Frequency 
2. Select Oracle Database 12c Release 1 for Software Release and click Next

3. Select the Enterprise Edition for Software Edition and click Next



Example: Create Database Cloud Service Instance

4. Identify instance configuration: enter the instance configuration

5. Enter the following values for Database Configuration Administrator
Administration Password = <password>

6. Leave defaults for DB Name and PDB Name:

7. And enter the values for Backup and Recovery configuration



Example: Create Database Cloud Service Instance

8. Confirm everything is correct and click Create

9.  And you should see your new Database Cloud service instance Alpha01B-DBCS



In Conclusion

What to expect from Oracle Cloud IaaS and PaaS



Because Oracle’s IaaS offering is quite new, it has yet to match the flexibility and feature set of 
Azure and AWS. For example, enterprise VPN connectivity between cloud and on-premises 
infrastructure is still very much a work in progress. Unlike AWS, however, Oracle provides a 
free software appliance for accessing cloud storage on-premises. In addition to offering an 
hourly metered service, Oracle also provides unmetered compute capacity with a monthly 
subscription. Some customers prefer this option because it allows them to more easily control 
their spending through a predictable monthly fee rather than a pure pay-as-you-go model.



Oracle’s PaaS offerings are quickly becoming among the most comprehensive cloud-
based services for Oracle Database. They include:

Oracle Database Schema Service

This is the entry-level unmetered offering, available starting at a 5GB database schema limit 
(Available at 5, 20 and 50 GB Options). Tenants share databases but are isolated in their own 
schemas. This means you have no control over database parameters, only the schema objects 
created. This service is currently available only with Oracle Database 11g Release 2 (i.e., it is 
not yet included in the latest release of Oracle Database 12c).



Oracle Exadata Cloud Service

This is a hosted service on a monthly subscription-based model. You have full root OS access 
and SYSDBA database access, so you have total flexibility in managing your environment. 
However, this means Oracle manages Server, storage, networking and infrastructure.

Oracle Database Virtual Image Service

This is a Linux VM with pre-installed Oracle Database software. The license is included in the 
rate. It’s available metered (priced per OCPU per hour of runtime) and unmetered (priced per 
OCPU allocated per month). As you’ll need to manage everything up from the VM level, 
including OS management and full DBA responsibilities, the metered service is a particularly 
good option for running production environments that require full control over the database 
deployment.



Oracle Database-as-a-Service (DBaaS)

This is an extension of Virtual Image Service and includes additional automation for database 
provisioning during service creation, backup, recovery, and patching. While you are still 
responsible for the complete management of the environment, the embedded automation and 
tooling can simplify some DBA tasks.

With the exception of Oracle Database Schema Service, these are not “true” PaaS offerings; 
they function more like IaaS-style services but with database software licenses included. But 
this is on the way, as Oracle recently announced plans for a fully managed DBaaS 
offering similar to the one available through AWS.
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https://cloud.oracle.com

Questions	and	Comments


